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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Frost formation is a renowned phenomenon in HVAC, aeronautical and refrigeration industries. In this 
paper, numerical modeling and parametric study of the frost formation in the interrupted Micro Channels 

Heat sinks (MCHS) is investigated considering microfluidic effects in slip flow regime. For numerical 

modeling, basic equations of humid air and frost including continuum, momentum, energy and phase 
change mechanism are numerically solved and results are compared with reported data. Knudsen number 

(Kn) is changed so that slip flow regime requirement is accomplished. This requirement is also 

considered for setting boundary conditions. The effect of different parameters like cold surface 
temperature, time and Kn are studied on the frost formation and details of the flow field. Results revealed 

that with an increase in time and a decrease in Kn and cold surface temperature, weight and thickness of 

the frost increase. Moreover, with thicker frost maximum flow velocity rises in the microchannel. The 
details of frost formation and flow field, revealed by the numerical results can remarkably assist 

designing interrupted microchannel.    

doi: 10.5829/ije.2020.33.12c.17 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Frost formation is a renowned phenomenon in HVAC, 

aeronautical and refrigeration industries. Frost mounting 

on the heat exchanger surfaces, causing higher thermal 

resistance and also it blocks the air path. Both phenomena 

decrease energy efficiency of the system. Frost naturally 

is a porous media with packs of the air trapped in the ice 

matrix. Therefore, it possesses a marked thermal 

resistance. The presence of frost in the heat exchanger’s 

channels causes pressure drop with narrowing down the 

path of the air. In the process of the frost formation, 

humid flows pass coolant surface and mass transfer of 

steam present in the wet flow to the ice crystals when the 

air is saturated. This causes thicker frost and higher 

freezing density. Many researchers already have studied 

frost formation by numerical and experimental 

approaches. Hayashi et al. [1] was one of the pioneers 

who studied the growth of frost in three different time 

periods. The first period includes the primary initiation of 
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the ice crystals which is quite short in comparison of the 

total time period. In this period frost does not grow 

markedly thick. Moreover, for this phase, it is not a 

porous media as it can be assumed as ice idols where 

convection heat and mass transfer are main growth 

mechanisms and diffusion to the frost sounds trivial. For 

the second period known as frost growth phase, frost is a 

porous media where molecular diffusion of the water 

vapor is dominant. Mass flow of the water vapor 

contributed in both increasing the density of the frost as 

well as growing it. Finally, in the complete growth period 

of the frost, the temperature of the freezing surface 

reaches to water triple-point temperature. Therefore, a 

cyclic process starts where compressed water vapor 

diffuses through the frost and gradually freezes due to 

internal temperature gradient. Aoki et al. [2] thoroughly 

investigated this phase. Modeling frost formation can be 

classified in analytical models and computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) based models. Analytical models 

generally assume the growth of the frost in only one 
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direction. Tao et al. [3, 4] proposed a model for mass 

transfer in frost layer. Lee et al. [5, 6] presented a uni-

dimensional model for simulating growth in frost density 

and thickness and also they developed a model for 

analyzing frost layer and air flow. Using averaging local 

volume method Le Gall et al. [7] introduced the relative 

equilibrium to anticipate frost growth. Na and Webb [8-

10] suggested a model based on density of supersaturated 

water vapor in the frost layer. Yang et al. [11] found an 

effective model to prognosticate the performance of the 

fin-tube heat exchanger. Recently, Hermes et al. [12] 

developed a mathematical model which could accurately 

predict the frost thickness with a 10% discrepancy with 

experimental results. Kandula [13, 14] proposed novel 

equations for frost over the straight surface and 

investigated the effect of different ambient parameters on 

frost characteristics.  

Micro-channel heat exchangers are very efficient 

compact exchangers. Their benefit in comparison with 

fin-tube exchangers includes lower volume and weight 

and higher efficiency. They also possess lower internal 

space which decreases refrigeration load of the 

exchanger and potentially decreases the contribution in 

global warming with lower possible leakage of the 

refrigerant [15]. Lately, micro-channel exchangers are 

prevalent in HVAC systems. These exchangers are 

increasingly applied in chillers especially thermal pumps 

where they should work in wet and freezing condition. 

Shao et al. [16] studied a model with distributed micro-

channel exchangers used in commercial thermal pumps 

to analyze the frost over the fin-tube evaporators. 

Moallem et al. [17, 18] investigated the effect of surface 

temperature, surface coating and water blockage on the 

freezing performance of the micro-channel heat 

exchangers. Surface temperature was more important 

than surface coating and water blockage over frost 

growth speed and freezing time. Some other studies 

focused on the frost-defrost cycle of the heat exchangers 

which is very vital in designing thermal pump systems. 

Xia et al. [19] studied five different louvered-fin micro-

channel heat exchangers and found that condensed 

droplets dramatically influence the pressure drop and 

heat transfer in recurring freezing cycles. Zhang and 

Hrnjak [20] studied the freezing performance of the 

micro-channel heat exchangers with parallel-flow 

parallel-fin (PF2) horizontal flat tubes. In comparison 

with conventional serpentine fins, the freezing 

performance was improved which is attributed to the 

superior permeability of the PF2 exchangers. Tso et al. 

[21] developed a distribution model taking into account 

the non-uniform distribution of the wall and air 

temperature in the coil to anticipate dynamic behavior of 

the finned-tube heat exchanger for both frost and non-

frost conditions. Wu et al. [22] studied the frost properties 

of a micro-channel exchanger with louvered-fin and 

derived the equation for the thickness of the frost.  In 

recent years, Zhu et al. [23, 24] concentrated on 

increasing thermal transfer through the concept of 

reconstruction of developed thermal layers. This study 

included some parallel longitudinal micro-channels with 

some transverse channels. The transverse channels were 

used to divide the length of the flow into some 

independent streams. They found that computed 

hydraulic and thermal boundary layers were readily 

improved due to the shorter total length of the divided 

streams within the micro-channel. In addition, it was that 

the pressure drop and also heat transfer improved in 

divided micro-channels in comparison with conventional 

micro-channels. In another similar study Cheng [25] 

analyzed the flow and heat transfer of a double 

accumulated micro-channel using some micro-processor. 

The effect of height of the fin’s wall to the height of the 

micro-channel was examined. They found their superior 

performance compared to the conventional micro-

channels. The evaluation of the 3D micro-channels 

divided with the transverse micro-pores was followed by 

Chai et al. [26] using experimental and numerical 

methods. They found the pressure drop and heat transfer 

for different conditions and geometries of rectangular 

walls in transverse micro-pores. Wang and Li [27] 

numerically simulated flow field in micro-channels with 

triangular walls in transverse micro-pores. Their 

parametric studies eventuated in an optimized micro-

channel with promising performance. Hajmohammadi et 

al. [28] investigated the slip regime in microchannel heat 

sinks with one phase flow. They finally compared the 

results with the related results without slip regime. To the 

best of author’s knowledge, there has been no study 

focusing on the numerical modeling of the frost in micro 

channels considering the micro-fluidic effects in slip 

regime. Therefore, such an issue is the aim of this paper.   
 
 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
 

The details of numerical modeling is described in this 

section. 
 

2. 1. Geometry                  The geometry investigated in 

this paper has been schematically illustrated in Figure 1. 

As is shown in this figure, a number of parallel domains  
 

 

 
Figure 1. The schematic of geometry 
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have been placed next to each other and formed a MCHS. 

Since, in this MCHS, the flow field in each computational 

domain is the same, the governing equations have been 

numerically solved for one domain and finally, the 

amount of heat transfer from total MCHS have been 

multiplied by the number of domains to get the total 

values. The total pressure drop and heat transfer for the 

set of MCHS are computed as follows: 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑛𝑄1  (1) 

Δ𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 = Δ𝑃1  (2) 

𝑛 =
𝑊

2(𝑐+2𝑎)
  (3) 

In this paper, the basic dimensions of the MCHS (W 

and L) are constant and equal to 5 mm, while channel 

width (D) is 160 µm. In this way, the examined channels 

are classified as microchannels ( mDm  20010  ). 

Other geometrical and non-geometrical parameters are 

shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. 

 
2. 2. Governing Equations      In the present CFD 

modeling it is assumed that humid air is treated as an 

incompressible Newtonian fluid in laminar flow and 

density (𝜌a), mass diffusivity coefficient (𝐷a) and 

specific heat capacity (𝑐pa) of air are constant. Natural 

convection is negligible in both humid air and frost. 

Moreover, the humid air within the frost layer is 

considered saturated [13, 29]. The continuity, 2D 

momentum, energy and mass transport equations are as 

follows: 

𝜕𝜌a

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝜌a𝑢)

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕(𝜌a𝑣)

𝜕𝑦
= 0  (4) 

 

 

TABLE 1. Geometrical and non-geometrical parameters 

Parameter Value 

Half of fin thickness (a) 20 𝜇𝑚 

Fin length (b) 225 𝜇𝑚 

Half of channel width (c) 80 𝜇𝑚 

Chip length (L) 5 𝑚𝑚 

Chip width (W) 5 𝑚𝑚 

Inlet velocity 0.1 𝑚 𝑠⁄  

Kn 0, 0.05, 0.1 

Time 5, 10, 15 Min 

Cold wall temperature -15, -10, -5 ℃ 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Geometrical parameters 
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Using an energy balance for a differential frost 

volume in the interior of the frost layer, energy equation 

can be expressed as: 

𝜕(𝜌f𝑇)

𝜕𝑡
=  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(

𝜆f

𝑐𝑝,f

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(

𝜆f

𝑐𝑝,f

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
) +

𝑞sub

𝑐𝑝f

𝜕𝜌f

𝜕𝑡
  (9) 

For the densification rate of frost layer, the equation 

proposed by Na and Webb [9] has been used: 

𝜕𝜌f

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜌a𝐷ef

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜌a𝐷ef

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑦
)  (10) 

The viscosity and thermal conductivity are 

considered to be temperature dependent. The thermal 

conductivity of frost is commonly expressed as a function 

of frost density. In this study, it is used a correlation 

reported by Lee et al. [6]: 

𝜆f  [W
(m. K)−1⁄ ] = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2𝜌f + 𝐴3𝜌f

2  [
ρ in kg

m3⁄ ]  (11) 

where 𝐴1 = 0.132  𝐴2 = 3.13 × 10−4 and 𝐴3 = 1.6 ×
10−7. The specific heat is defined as a function of frost 

density and porosity, as follows: 

𝑐p,f =
(𝑐p,f𝜌g(1−𝜀)+𝑐p,a𝜌a𝜀)

𝜌f
.  (12) 

The diffusive mass coefficient in the frost layer is 

determined as Na and Webb [8]: 

𝐷ef = 𝐷a𝜀
1+𝜀

2
.  (13) 

 
2. 3. Boundary and Initial Conditions            For 

numerical simulation, the equations of previous sections 

should be solved subject to the related boundary and 

initial conditions. The schematic subjected boundary 

conditions are shown in Figure 3. The fluid entered to the 

channel with known velocity and temperature (inlet) and 

exited with the known pressure (outlet). The fins are 

walls with known temperature lower than freezing 

temperature. The slip 1st order boundary conditions 

(0.001<Kn<0.1) are investigated for walls. This study 
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models the frost layer growth period while the effects of 

crystal growth period are treated as initial conditions. 

Initial frost layer temperature is assumed to be constant 

and equal to the plate temperature, since the initial 

thickness is sufficiently thin. 

 

2. 4. Numerical Methods            Numerical simulation 

is performed using finite volume method. A second order 

upwind method is used for the convective and diffusive 

terms and the SIMPLE algorithm is employed to solve 

the coupling between the velocity and pressure fields. To 

make sure that the results are independent of the size and 

the number of generated grids, several grids with 

different sizes along different directions has been tested 

for each MCHS; and it has been attempted to consider for 

each one the best grid, with the highest accuracy and the 

lowest computation cost. A sample of generated grid is 

shown in Figure 4.  
 
2. 5. Validation           To validate the numerical model, 

its finding is compared with reliable results reported in 

related references. Since, there is neither experimental 

nor numerical study available on the frost formation in 

micro channels considering microfluidic effect in slip 

regime each frost formation and microfluidic effect 

should be evaluated separately. Figure 5 compares the 

results of frost formation in a conventional macro 

channel with that of Wu et al. [22]. As can be seen from 

Figure 5, present modeling is able to accurately simulate 

the frost formation. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the effect 

of slip effects in a micro-channel developed in this study 

with that of Hajmohammadi et al. [28] with one phase 

which reveals great correlation. Therefore, it can be said 

that presented model is accurate and reliable for 

simulation of frost formation in micro-channels 

considering microfluidic effects. 
 

 

 
Figure 3. The schematic subjected boundary conditions 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Sample of grid generation 

 
Figure 5. Validation of the model predictions of the frost 

formation 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The effect of slip conditions in a micro-channel 

 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The effect of different parameters like time, cold wall 

temperature and Kn number on the growth of the frost 

and flow field are discussed in this section. 

Frost formation is studied in three different time 

periods of 5, 10 and 15 minutes. Figure 7 illustrates the 

volume fraction contour of humid air with the time 

passing by. As can be observed from Figure 7, with 

increasing time from 5 to 15 minutes the growth of the 

frost speeded up and minimum volume fraction of humid 

air decreases from 0.7 to 0.3 which shows the frost 

growth with time increasing. Figure 8 depicts the velocity 

contour of the humid air with time corresponding to the 

higher frost growth. It can be inferred that until 15 

minutes of time there is no discernable change in air 

velocity and it is probable that with a longer time period 

the air path becomes blind. 

Similarly, frost formation is studied in three different 

cold wall temperatures of -15, -10 and -5 oC. Figure 9 

illustrates the volume fraction contour of humid air with 

the cold wall temperature changing. As can be observed 
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from Figure 9, with decreasing cold wall temperature 

from -5 to -15 oC, the growth of the frost speeds up and 

minimum volume fraction of humid air decreases from 

0.9 to 0.2 which shows the frost growth with decreasing 

of cold wall temperature. Figure 10 depicts the velocity 

contour of the humid air with cold wall temperature. It 

can be inferred that as the cold wall temperature 

decreases, maximum humid air velocity increases due to 

growth in frost formation and narrowing of the air 

passage. 

Three different Kn numbers 0, 0.05 and 0.1 is 

examined to analyze frost formation. Figure 11 shows the 

humid air volume fraction contour with different Kn 

numbers which reveals that with higher Kn number, 

lower growth of the frost occurs. Figure 12 shows the 

 

 

 
Figure 7. The volume fraction contour of humid air with the 

time passing 

 

 

 
Figure 8. The velocity contour of humid air with the time 

passing 

 

 

 
Figure 9. The volume fraction contour of humid air with the 

cold wall temperature changing 

 
Figure 10. The velocity contour of humid air with the cold 

wall temperature changing 

 

 

 
Figure 11. The humid air volume fraction contour with 

different Kn number 

 

 

 
Figure 12. The humid air velocitycontour with different Kn 

number 

 
 
humid air velocity contour with increasing Kn number 

corresponding to the frost reduction. As can be observed 

with Kn number equal to 0, which corresponds to non-

slipping condition, air flow velocity is maximized.  

 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, numerical modeling and parametric study 

of the frost formation in the interrupted MCHS was 

investigated considering microfluidic effects in slip flow 

regime. For numerical modeling, basic equations of 

humid air and frost including: continuum, momentum, 

energy and phase change mechanism were numerically 

solved. Kn number was changed so that slip flow regime 
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requirement was accomplished. This requirement was 

also considered for setting boundary conditions. The 

effect of different parameters like cold surface 

temperature, time and Kn were studied on the frost 

formation and details of the flow field. Results revealed 

that with an increase in time and a decrease in Kn and 

cold surface temperature, weight and thickness of the 

frost increase. The details of frost formation and flow 

field, revealed by the numerical results can remarkably 

assist designing interrupted microchannels.  
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
ی ضریب که دارای محدوده  0.1و    0.005،  0های  کانال در نادسنهای مستطیلی انجام شده است. میکروهای با زائدهکانالمیکروسازی عددی تشکیل برفک در  در این مقاله مدل

اله  شوند. این مقسازی میسازی شده است. با ترکیب مدل برفک و روش جریان چند فازی اولرین، تشکیل برفک محلی و مشخصات جریان بخار آب شبیهلغزشی هستند مدل

بینی  گذاری شده است. این مدل برفک، پخش چگالی برفک، پخش دما و پخش سرعت بخارآب را پیشهای تجربی صحهو همچنین تغییر دمای محلی با داده   VF  یبا مقایسه

آب توسط پخش  بخار  یبرفک و منطقه   یالیه  یطقه یابد. مشخصات متفاوت انتقال حرارت در مندهد که با گذر زمان وزن و ضخامت برفک افزایش میکند. نتایج نشان میمی

آب  بخار  یبرفک نزدیک به صفر است و در منطقه   یالیه  یسرعت هوا در منطقه که  دهد  سازی شده نشان میشوند. پخش سرعت شبیهسازی شده نشان داده میدمایی شبیه

سازی شده، ضخامت برفک محلی، پروفایل برفک، ضخامت برفک میانگین و وزن برفک با نتایج  یابد. دمای محلی شبیهکند سرعت هوا افزایش میهر چقدر برفک رشد می

 آزمایشگاهی تطابق دارند.
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